
Stenciled Kid's Room
{CREAT IVE INSP IRAT IONS        FROM HOBBY LOBBY®}free

Creating a dreamy space for 
your little is as simple as 

STENCILS + PAINT.

Play
stencils

at



Pre-cut wood pieces from Crafts 

make the perfect canvases for this 

organizational wonder. After painting 

on the words (cut from stencil blanks), 

we attached them to metal tubs with 

hot glue and 1.5” ribbon.

When multicolored stenciling calls, 

here’s how to answer: Use a vanishing 

ink pen (Sewing) to outline the 

design, and then go in with paints. 

Tip: Put parchment paper 

between fabric layers to 

prevent bleed through.

ON THE COVER: All it takes to dress 

up a blank, premade teepee is acrylic 

paint, a variety of stencils and a 

sprinkling of your DIY imagination. 

LABEL GAME

FORT THE WIN
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Don’t miss an inch with this 

growth chart: Cover board 

with 1:1 paint-to-water 

wash, fill in number and 

inch grooves with paint, 

and stencil to your heart’s 

content (all these star sizes 

come on one sheet!).

MEASURING UP

If you have a penchant for 

pennants, try this: Leave 

a couple inches at the top 

of your stenciled canvas 

to create a casing for a 

painted-to-match dowel. 

Tie on a bit of hemp cord, 

secure knots with glue, and 

it’s ready to hang!  

HANG IN THERE

To get everything fitting 

nicely on this unique decor, 

play around with stencil 

arrangements on a piece of 

paper first (cut to the same 

size as the board). Then you’re 

ready to trace and paint right 

onto the wood! 

RULE PLAY
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The trick to getting just 

the right size for a custom-

made wall hanging is to 

stencil first, then measure, 

cut and sew after it’s dry. 

Not into sewing? Try fabric 

glue instead to create the 

hems and attach the trim.

FLAG OF DREAMS

No regular stools will do 

in a playroom this cute. 

How to: Cut names from 

stencil blanks, adhere to 

stools (found in Crafts) with 

stencil adhesive, and paint! 

Psst… We painted a base 

color before stenciling.

STEP RIGHT UP
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This corkboard doubles as 

playful wall decor, and it’s 

as easy as A-B-C. Just trace 

letters onto your board, paint 

around them with acrylic craft 

paint, and fill in a few with glitter 

(a glue pen works great here)!

Fashionable and functional? 

Yes, please! Use a variety of 

stencils to customize furniture 

big and small, brushing 

on a clear topcoat to 

enhance durability. 

TRY STENCILING FURNITURE 
BEFORE ASSEMBLING IT.

ALPHA-BRILLIANT 

FAIR & SQUARE
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This little guy is definitely all it’s chalked 

up to be. Redo a kid’s play table with paint, 

some adorable stencils (those letters 

come in an alphabet pack!) and—most 

important—a clear chalkboard coating finish. 

For a little color underfoot, hem a rug-

sized piece of canvas fabric and stencil 

away! To keep it soft, use fabric paint or 

add textile medium (Crafts, Wearable 

Art) to your favorite acrylic craft paints. 

TABLE SCAPE

FLOOR FANFARE

DO NOT ALLOW CHILDREN TO COMPLETE PROJECTS ALONE. ADULT SUPERVISION REQUIRED.
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